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Thebinarynumbersystemisthemostimportantoneindigitalsystems,butseveraiothersalso
are important. The 

'decimal system is importunt because it is universally used to replesent

quantities outside 
" 

oigir^r system. rrri, *.Lr that there wilr be situations where decimal values

have to be converted to binary vaiues before they are entered into the digital system' For

example, when you punch a decim.al number into your hand calculator (or computer)' the

circuitry inside tne dwice converts the decimai number to a binar,v value'

Likewise,therewilrbesituationswhererhebinaryvaluesattheoutputsofadigitaicircuithave
to be converted to decimal values for presentation to. the outside world' For exampie' your

calculator (or computer) uses binary n,-,*bt" to calculate answers to a problem' then converts

the answerc to u decimal value before displaying them'

In addition to binary and decimal, fwo other number systems find widespread appiications in

digital systems. ri" ortot (base-8) af,td hexadecimal (base-\6) number systems are both used for

thesamepurpose-toprovideanefficientmeansforrepresentinglargebinarynumbers.Aswe
shail see, both these number systems have the advantage that they can be easily converted to and

from binary.

in a digital system, three or four of these number systems may be in use at the same time' so that

@system operu#"q"+*ti"ouitigto convert from one numb

to another.

BTNARY-TO -DE CI}[A.L C ONVERSIONS

The binary number system is a positional system where each binary digit (bit) carries a certain

weight based on its position relative to the binarv point. Any binary number can be converted

to itls decimar equivaient simpry by summing together the weights of the various positions in the

binary number which contain a 1.

Example:

1'1

a4 rl A

Another way to organize problem:

16 I t 2 I \l_eighis
11011Bits

- 1 iAina-trl

, 11 1J - 1a : R + ) - 
'1

f4-

a? /s^-:--1\
- 

4t\)

i6-8-2-1: 27
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A-nother exampie with a greater number of bits.

10i10107r=
21+23+2a+22+20=1g1,0

Note that the procedure is to fild the w'eights (i.e. powers of 2) for each bit position that
contains a l, then add rhem up.

For binary numbers, the rightmost digrt is referred to as the least significant digit, or LSD,
because its positional value, or weight, is the lowest The left-most digit is the most
significant digit, or MSD, because its positional value, or weight, is the highest.

Typical binary numbers are often written in groups of four or eight digits. Examples are
1001 and 10010110. Each digit, either 0 or l, is referred to as i biL Astring of four bits
iscalled anibble, andeightbitsmake abyte 100i isanibble,and l00l0ll0isabute.

EXERCISES:

1. Convert the binary number 100i1 to its decimal equivalent.

I.t

\-,. 2. Convert the binary number 1110011 to its decimal equivalent.

3. What is the weieht of the MSB in the binarv number 1000011?

4. What is the weight of the MSB in a 10-bit bit u.y number?

/ L r{ g i\ 5r- Uq. \u lsc 5lf
r L' u, f 0 -1 b 1 1(

5. Find the dggimal enrrirrqlpnt ^€ thggs binary nUmbers:

I'l 11111;16+t5= il
7l;2tl= 3 111111:32 aJt = 67

771 .tl+Z-tt;7 1111111 -G4tb?'rn
111i r ?+\+L't t5 tt i 1111111 ./2t+ t T7:2-55

KEY: 1. 19 2. 115 3. 54 4. 512
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D E CIMALTO.B INARY CONVERS IO}TS

A method to convert a number written in decimal to a number in binary is to use the powers of
2 chart. use of the chart enables you to fiad the powers of 2 contained in the decimal number.

For example, convert the decima-l number 153 to binary. The largest power of 2 in 153 is 128, 21.
subtract this factor from the number and find the power sf I ssalnined in the difference.
153 ' 128 = 25. 25 contains the factor 76, 24 and 25 - 16 = 9. 9 containi the factor g, 23 and,
9 - 8 = 1. 1 is 2". So the binary number contains 2',20,2t,2. Starting from the most siprficant
place value, write the binary number wirh a digit of 1 for each place with a factor and a 0 to hold
the other places. The final answer: 100110012 = 1531s

153
- 128

1286432168421
10011001

1tr
-J
7J-__--.1o-
9

-8
1

DGRCISE: convert the decimal number 86 to a bioury number.

E)CERCISE: convert the decimal number 301 to a binary number.

1. 1010110 2. 1C0101101
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Alphanumeric data is data consisting of letters or numbers or both, such as rvords,

addresses, equations, and tables. Alphanumeric characters that are entered into a

computer from a keyboard are converted into unique binary patterns representing
each keyboard character. Several binarl' codes have been used throughout the

development of computers. One code is the ASCII (pronounced "AS-KEY"), which
stands for American Standard Code for Information Interchange. The computer
cocle ASCII uses fhree zone bits (more significant Frits) and four numeric bits (least
significant bits), to cocle a character.

Zone bits Numeric bits

l---l-l--r
For example, in ASCII, E is coded as i00 0101. The zone bits are 0100 and the

numeric bits are 0101. A code of n bits contains 2" combinations of bits. An eight-
bit cocle such as ASCII can therefore accommodate 26:256 characters. This
includes the 10 digits, 26 letters, and characters such as *, #, o/o etc.

--l -il

Partial Listing of ASCII Code
American Standard Code for Information Interchange

Zone Bits

Numeric
Bits

Hex Binary 011 100 r01

0 0000 n
@ P

1 0001 a A o
z 001 0 t B R
2 001 1 3 c S
A 01 00 A D T

5 01 01 E E U

o 0110 F V

0111 7 L' W

8 1 000 o H X

I 1 001

1010 J z
1011 K I

1100 L

D 1101 M l
E 1110 N

F 1111 o
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DE CIMAL.TO.BINARY C O}TVTRS ION
BY RTNLTD{DER METSOD

A number expressed in the decimal system can be convened to binary by zuccessive divisions
by 2. The remainder of each division is retai-ned as a bit of the binar-v number, with the first
remainder as the least significant bit.

Example: Convert the decimal number 39 to binary by the Remainder lvtethod.

39 = 19 and remainder of 1

2

19 = 9 and remainder of 1

2

9 - 4 and remaindgl sf i
2

4 - 2 and, remainder of 0

2 - I and remainder of 0
2

L = 0 and remainder of I
2

Therefore, 39,0 = 100111'.

D(ERCISE:

Using the Remainder Method, convert the followilg decimal sysiern numbers to their binary
equivalents.

+)./.

I(IY: i. 11001

2. 110110

3. 1 i01 10000

/.)

2.
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BINARY.TO.D E CI}L{L CONTERSION BY
DOTJBLE'DASBLE METHOD

A method of converting binary numbers to decimal equivaients (referred to as the doubie-dabble
or double-dibble method) is performed as follows.

Write a 1 over the I farthest left in the blnary nnmber to be converted. Moving to the right,
write a number over each bit according to this rule: If miting over a 0 bit, double the preceding
number. If writing over a I bit, doubie the preceding number and add 1. 1!g arrmber written
over the bit farthest rigbt is the decimai equivaient being sought.

EXAMpLE: Convert the binary number 1000111 to decimal.

1248173571
1000111

Therefore, 10001112 = 7ln
EXERCISE:

-T

\ 1. 100001

I 10001 I

101010101

1 I 1 10000

tr(EY: 1. 33

2. 99
1 allJ. )+L
4. 240

2.

A-.
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BTNARY FR{CTIOI{S

The vaiue 6f 41rmlgr is determined by ihe dieirs in the nurnber, the base of the nlmber system,
and the oositions of the digrts.

EXAMPLE: Binarv IQQ msans "four".
Decimai 100 menns "one hundred"

So far, only integers have been considered; but the fractional portion of a number can aiso be

written in terms of the base raised to a power. OnJy here, the exponents are negative. Thus, we
have the following fractions:

l0r 102 1 0 
r 100 10-r lgt 10-l

1000 i 00 10 I U10 1/100 li 1000

23

8:

.1

.0001

E)(ERCISE:

Name the value of the bits in the foilowine binary numbers.

2z 7t Z0 Z-L Z-z 2-3

421%%1/a

.01

.00001
.001

IGY: 1. 1/2
a a lA!. t/+
3. U8
4. 1n6
5. l/32
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COI{VTRSION OF FR.TCTIONAL BINARY
NiOTATION TO DECLVIAL SYSTEM

Two methods of converting fractional binary fractions to decimal equivaients are described below.

Method 1:

A fractional blnary nrrmbeJ can be converted by adding the weights corresponding to the I's ia
the binary arrmlgl.

These values or weiehts are listed below:

2'L : ll2
a-2 1 lA

Z-3 = l/8

Example: Convert the binary nlmber .1101 to dssimal.

^J/. Ll LO

a-{ 1 t^ z- = r/)z
etc.

.ilul" = l(Z-') + l(2-')+0(2-')+ I{Z')

=-L+l+12416

=8+4+116 16 t6

= 9 : .812510
lh

Method 2:

Move the binary point to the right of the ieast significant bit. Convert the resulting number to
decimal notation and then divide by 2*, where "x" is the number of places the binary point was
moved-

Example: Convert the brnar,v number .1101 to decimai.

11nr 11012 = 13 = i3 : Rt?5.-'r'rvr' 
X 24 16 

'vL-Jto
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Exercises:

Convert the following binary numbers to decimai.

r. .101

2. .001

3. .1 100

4. .0101

5. .00001

6. .10101

I(EY: 1. 518 = .625

2. 1/8 = .125
3. 314 = .75A
4. 5116 = .3725
5. Il32 = .03125
6. 2I/32 = .65625

10
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COIWERSION OF FRACTIONAL DECIMAL
NOTATION TO BINARY SYSTEM

Fractional quantities expressed in the decimai system can be converted to the binary system by

repeated multiplication by 2. In the resuit of each multiplication, the digits to the right of the

decimai point are used for the nert muidpiication The digit to the left of the decimal poi:rt is
lstainsd as one of the bits of the binary nrrmber being sought, the first bit so obtained being the

most significant bit

Example: Convert the decimal number 0.625 to blnary.

.625x2=1.250

.254 x 2 = 0.500

.500x2=1.000

Therefore, A.625rc = .101 z.

Erereise

( -' Using the method of repeated multipiicationby 2, convert the following decimal qystem quantities

to their binarr/ eouivalents.

1. .125

2. .75

3. .3125

.0625

5. .812s

i(EY: 1. ,001

2. .11

3. .0101

4. .0001

5. .1101

11
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PARITY METHOD FOR ERROR DETECTION

The process of transferring data is subject to error, although modern equipment has
been designed to reduce the probability of error. However, even relatively
infrequent errors can cause useless results, so it is desirable to detect errors
q'henever possible. A widely used method for detecting errors is the "parify
method".

A parify bit is an extra bit that is aftached to a code group that is being transferred
from one location to another. The parify bit is made either 0 or 1, depending on the
number of I's that are contained in the code group. Two different methods are
used.

In the even parity method, the value of the parify bit is chosen so that the fotal
number of 1's in the group (including the parity bit) is an even number. For
example, suppose that the code group is 0100 1001. This is the ASCII character I.
The group has three I's. Therefore, a parify bit of 1 is added to make the total
number of 1's an even number. The new code group, including the parity bit,

If the code group contains an even number of I's to startwith, the parify bit is given
a value of 0. For example, if the group were 0100 1110, the ASCII code for N, the
parity bit would be 0, so the new code would be 0 0100 1110, which has four 1's,
which is an even number of 1's.

The odd parify method is used in the same way except that the parity bit is chosen
so the total number of 1's, including the parify bit, is an odd number.

The parity bit is used to detect any single bit errors occurring in the transmission of
data. For example, if the letter C is being fransmiffed and odd parity is being used,
the transmifted code would be: 0 0100 0011. The receiver will check to see that the
code confains an odd number of bits. If the receiver receives the following code:
0 0100 0010, it will frnd that there is not an odd number of 1's, and an error rvill be
detected, and the data can be transmifted again. The receiver can not identify
rvhich bit is in error, for it does not know rvhat the code is supposed to be.

This parify method will not work if tlvo bits are in error, because two errors would
not change the "oddness" or "evenness" of the number of 1's in the code. In
practice, this parity method is used in situations rvhere the probability of a single
error is low and the probability of double errors is practically zero.

t2
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Addition of Binary Numbers

Because the binary system employs only two slmbols, addition is a simple process. Several
exampies are shown beiow.

0011
+0 +1 +1 1

o 1 10 +1
11

Note that 1 pius 1 yields a sum of 0 and a carry of 1 into the nexl coiumn, producing an
answer of 10 (this a binary 10, not a decimal 10). Similsly, 1 plus l plus i yields a sum of
1 and a caolry of 1 into the next column.

Binary numbers, like decimal numbers, are added column by coiumn from right to left. The
radix point in binary arithmetic is handled the same way as it is handled in decimal
arithmetic. Addition requires that the radix point be aligned.

--' 
The most likeiy mistake that can be made in binary addition is losing tack of the carries.
Carefully indicating each carry as it is propagated will lessen ttre possibility of such an error.

(\Example:1li

1110i10
+11010i

10101011

Exercise: Perform the following binary addifions.

///1/l
1.10103.101i001

+101 +11111i1

//l I //0 / t0 0 0
/ /t1t / tl I

2.1111114.110.11
+ 1 .- 1. 1 1

/ t7 o o 0 0 0 lA D rr/ v -r t 0

Key: 1. 1111 2. 1000000

3. 11011000 4. 1000.10

t?
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Because the binary system employs only two symbols, there are only four basic subtractions.

0 1 1 10

s-1-0-1
00i1

l{ofe that aboruow is required in the case "0 - 1". This borrow is obtained from the

next higher-order column. Since a borrorv brings a I into the column,
0-l becomes 102 - 12 or 2 - | = I.

Binary numbers are subtracted column by column, progressing from right to left.
The operation of subtraction requires that the binary points, or radix points, be

aligned.

Examples:

020112
1101 I01 10A01
ffi- '--ff

1001

Exercise:

1. 1 1 1 0

-1010

2. 1i1
1
I

3. i i 0 1 I

-10111

01111

4. 10101
i10

5. 10000
i

6. 1 0 I 1. 1 1 0

-1000.011

010

Key: 1. 100 2. 110 3. 100

4. 1111 5. 1111 6. i1.011
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The procedure for multiplying binary is essentialiy the same as that for decimai multipiication.
Each bit of the muitiplier, starting with the least significant bit (bit farthest to the right), is
muitipiied by the multiplicand. The partial products then are added to obtain the final
product.

There are oniy four possible muitiplication facts to know.

Example:i001
xi01

1001
0000

1001

1

xl
1

1

x0
U

U

T

0

x0
U

IUITUT

( The procedure for dividing binary numbers is aiso essentiaily the same as the decimal system
\ ^r

proceoure.

Example: 1 1 1

ilo
110
1001

110
1i0
i10

0

Exercise:

1. 111 2. 11.0r
x i01 x 10.i

3. 100/1 0100 4. 1 0. 0 1 11 I0 1. 1

Key: 1. 100011 2. 1000.001
3. 101 4. 110
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TIIE BCD CODE

If each digit of a decimal number is representeC bf its bilary equivalent, this produces a code
called binarv-coded-decima.l. abbreviated BCD. Since a decimal digit can be as large as 9, 4 bits
a"c "enrrire'l r^ ^^.lo gaCh digit.

Take a decimal number such as 56-1. Each digit is changed to its binary equivalent as follor','s:

Each decimal digit is changed to its straight binary equivalent. Note that 4 bits are always used
for each digit. The BCD code represents each digit of the decimal number by a 4-bit binary
number. The BCD code does not use the numbers 1010, 1011, 1100, 110i, 1110, and 1111.
Oniy 10 of the possible i6 4-bit bitraty code groups are used.

Example: Convert the BCD nr:mber 100100010110 to decimai. Divide the BCD number
into 4-bit srouDs and convert each to decimai.

)

n1n 1 n 11nUIUI U-[IU

i 001
o

i /rlceirnel\

0011 (BCD)

0001

1

01i0
o

BCD NUMERICAL REPRESENTATIONS

The BCD system is not another number system
like binary, octal, hexadecimal. A BCD
number is not the same as a straight binar,v
number.

0

I

10

t00

0000

0001

11 
I

0t 00

Typical input applications for PLCs include the
entry of decimal data such as count, volume, and
v'eight. An example of a fraditional input device
is the BCD thumbwheel switch. Each single-digit
thumbn'heel has a internal wheel rvith the numbers
0 through 9. Internal to the thumbwheel is a series
of four srvitches, one each for the 8s, 4s, 2s and ls
binary positions. Each switch is connected as an
input to a PLC input module.

1

2

I

Output
Module

NtrDtr
DDDtr

lsl
lsl

ISI
lsl

+st l-;l
I:4=0'1's lnpLrt

FE
2's InpLrt I:5 = 0

4's lnpd I:5 = 1

iul
lnl--rc/ I

IAI8's lnput I;7 = 0
tvl

I s I DcJo-M
IK\IIYI_i-'

I

DUPPIY16
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COMPLM.{ENT ARTTIil{ETT C

rn the 2s complement number system, positive and negative numbers can
be expressed. In this system the MSB of a 2s complement number d.enores
the sign. 0 means the number is positive. l- means the number is
negative. In 2s complement notation, positive numbers are represenred
as simple binary numbers with the restriction that the MSB is O.
Negative numbers are some what different. To obtain the representation
of a negrative number, use the following rule:
l-. Represent the number as a positive binary number.
2. cornplenent the number. change the Lrs to ots, and the ots to

1 ts.
3 . Add l_.
4. fgnore any carries out of the MSB.

Ex. Given 8-bit words, find the Zs
a ) 25 00 01_t- 0 01
b) -25 complernent +25

:dd 1

--mh'l oman1. nf

l_l- l_ 0 0 t- t_0
f_L

To determine the magnitude of an unknown negatj-ve number, take its Zs
complement. The result is a positive number whose magnitud.e equalsthat of the ori-ginal number.

Ex. What decimal number does l-l_1LOl_00 represent?

This number must be negative because its MSB is 1. rts positj_ve
equivalent is obtained by 2s cornplementing the given number.

-42 =
Note the MSB is l-.

II-I.UUI.J-I

l_1L1010 0
0000101-1
-r- t

00001'1OO

Therefore l-l-l-l-01-00 : -72

Gi-ven number
Complement
I lJ af1t-alJ _L

This is the eguivalent of +L2.

t7
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ADDTNG 25 COMPLffiENT N{IMBERS

If an addition operation is to
regardless of their sign. Thecorrect sign. Any carries out

Dunwoody

be perf ormed, the numbers are ad.ded.
answer is in 2s complernent form with theof the MSB are meaningless and should bel alhn F6.{

Ex. Add l_9 and -11.

l-9 is simply O0Ol_0011.
-11- (by complernenting) is
Note that there is a carrv

11i.10101
Sum

out of the MSB that

0 0 0l_0 011
+ 111101-O1

0000]-0O0 : *8
i < i rrnnrod

Ex. Add -19 and -11- -L9 111_0L1-0t_
-11 11r-t_01_01

1l-10 0 0l-o
0 0 011_ t_ 01-

JU l-l..I.UUU].U fI
0001-L110 :30

SIIBTRACTTON OF BINARY NITMBERS

The 2s complernent of the subtrahend (nu:nber subtracted)
added to the urinuend. This is subtractj-on by changing
adding. As in addition, the signs of the operands-and

iq'l-=kon :nd
the sign and
carries _out ofthe MSB are icrnored.

Ex. 53 30 = 23 53
2s comp of 30

0 0l-10101
+ 1-1_t_00010

00010111 = 23

0 0 0 01111-
+ t_1111000

00000111 =

Ex. 1-5 8-7 t^

)< nnmn n€ o
I

18
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TEE OCTAIJ NI'UBER SYSTEI,I

The octal num-ber systero is very irnportant in digital cornputer work.
The octal number system has a base of eiqht, meaning that it has eight
possible digits: 0, A,2,3t 4, 5, 6, and 7. Thus, each digit of an
octal number can have any value from 0 to 7. The digit positions in an
octal num.ber have weights as follows:

o

octal point

Exanple of an octal number: 512s d4s Ej_qhts Ones

Number1423t
Weights 83 82 81 80

g4 g3 g2 gl g0 g-1 g-2 g-3 g4 g-5

OCTAL ltIO DECTT{AIJ COIWERSIOTI

(' an octal nunber can be easily converted to its decinal eguivalent by
nultiplying each octal digit, by its positional weight.

Examples 2

372t 
= : : ::". 

*r'**r'l'r:'rx (80)

-Jwlo

24.5t = ) x (8t) + 4 x (80) + 5 x (8-1)

: 20 .7 5ro

19
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DECII,fAL TO OCTAIJ CO}flrER8ION

The rneLhods for converting a decirnal number to its octal eguivalent are
tlre seme as those used to convert from decinal to binary. One roethod
is using the definition of being an octal number and deleraining the
number of times a power of 8 can be divided into the decimal number and
wbat the remainder would be. This process would continue until a value
less than 8 is used for the units column.

Example: convert the decinar nunber 266 to an octal number.

4

64/ffi
255

10

Reuaiuder [etbod:

6481
4L2

1

e /70
t'

- z

2

Ll Z

To convert a decimal integer to octal, progressively divide the d.ecinal
nr:.mber by s, rriting dorrn the remainderi aiter each division. T'he
remainder represent the digits of the octal number, the first remainder
being the LSb

Example:

2

?: i { remainder ot' I-l
I-

f : o'J- remaind er of 4

266 to

266
1::33 -i- remainder of

I

{-

20
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fhe hexadecinal systen uses base 15. Thus, it has J-G possJ.ble digit\ slmbo1s. ft uses the dj-gits 0 througrh 9 plus the letters A, B, c, D,E, and F as the 15 digit syrnbols. lhe tal:-e shows the relationshipbetween the decimal and hexadecirnal syn_bo1s

Decimal: o 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1112 13 t4 15 lG L7 1g

Hexidec: o 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 I 9 A B c D E F 10 1l- L2

Erxaileciqal to Deciaal Conversion:

To convert from a hexadecimal nurober to its equivalent decinal nrrmhg;
larnprnl-g; that the various digrit positions in a hex number have weights
that are powers of 15.

gyrrnple: 356ro = 3 x L62 + 5 x 161 + 6 x 150

: l::,.. 
80 + 5

2AF16= 2x!62 +10x151 +15x150
=572+150+15
= 68716

a

Note that in the second example the value 10 was substituted. for A and
the value 15 for F in the conversion to decimal.

Deciral to Eexadeciilal Conversion:

Example: Convert the decinal number 423 to hexadecimal.

107
256/ 423 16/L67 L/7

256 150
255 L6 1

1;;
LOt

Example: Convert the decinal number 423 to hexadecimal using the
Remainder Method.

423=26+R7
.l_ o

421*R10=A
IO

l: o+R1
15

21
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BINARY-OCTAL-HEXADECIMAL CONVERSIONS

lhe ease with which conversions can be made between octal,
hexadecimal and binary nurnbers make the octal and hexad.ecimal
numbers attractive as a rrshorthand.'r means of expressingr largebinary numbers. In computer work, binary numbers witn rn-.ty bi€sare not unconmon. These binary numbers do not always represent anumerical quantity but are often some type of code-which conveys
nonnumerical infornation. fn computers, binary numbers mLgnt
represent 1) actual numerical data; 2) numbers corresponding to alocation (address) in mernory; 3) an instruction code; 4) a coderepresenting alphabetic and other nonnumerical characters; or 5) agroup of bits representing the status of devices internal orexternal to the conputer. when dearing with a large quantity ofbinary numbers of many bits, it is convenient and erticien€ towrite the nurnbers in octal or hexadecimal rather than binary.However, digitar circuits and systems work strictly in binar|.octal and hexadecimal are used. as a conveni-ence for the operatorsof the svstem,

OCTAL-BTNARY CO}WERSTON BY SUBSTTTUTTON

A method of converting an octal number to its binary equivalent isto substitute a grroup of three binary bits for eaJtr o-ctat digit.
These substitutions are moclp ar:r:nrrlinrr t6 the table shown below.

Using these conversions,
individually converting
472 can be converted to

any octal number is converted
each digit. For example, the
binary as follows:

to binary by
octal number

All?TL

til
100 lll 010

Octal 472 is esuivalent to f'rrn2F1r 1nn111n'1 nY !VV4!MV.

Exarnple: Convert octal 54.31 to binary.

5431
I l rl J

r0r I 00 0l i 001

22
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Converting from binary to octal is simply the reverse of the
foregoingr process. The binary digits are grouped into groups of
tlrree on each side of the binary point with zeros added on either
side if needed to complete a group of three. Then each group of
Lhree bits is converted in its octal equivalent.

Example: Convert binary 11010.1011- to octal.

0t I 010 I0l 100

Note the 0's were added on eaeh end to complete the groups of
three

Here are several more examples.

I0ll02 - 26'

I00ll.0ll :23Jr
lll0ll.llll :73.74t

HEXADEC TMAL-B TNARY CONVERS TONS

The table on the right shows the relationships amongf
hexadecimal, deciural, and binary numbers. Note that

Hexadecimal Decimal Binary

++
32

I

A
I
5

(

each hexadecimal digit represents a group of four
binary digits. The conversions between hexadecirnal
and binary are done in exactly the same manner as
octal and binary except that groups of four bits are
used.

Example:

11101001102:

:3 A 6rd

9 F 2,r: 9

J1001r1ll00l
: 1001111100102

0
I
)
3
i

)
6

7

8

00tr10r00110
S+,- \-- \--

3A.6

0
II

)
3
A

5

6
1

8

9

0000
0001
o0t0
001I
0100

0l0l
0l l0
01il
I 000
r00I

l0l0
l0l I

I lo^' ll
I I l0
llll

F
I

2
I

At0
B ll
ctz
D 13

E14
F 15
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HEXADECTMAL.OCTAL CONVERS T ONS

A conversion from an octal nurnber to a hexadecimal number can be
done through a binary number.

Example: Convert the octal 346 to hexadecimal.

346 = 011- 100 110 = 1110 01L0 = E6
(oct) (binary) (binary) (hex)

Example: Convert the hexadecimal A7.41 to octaI.

47.41- = l-Ol-0 0111- 0l-00 0001- = 010 100 111 010 000 Ol-0 : 247.202
(hex) (binary) (binary) (oct)

Exercise:

1. Convert binary 1111.t-t-1 to octal.

2. Convert binary 1t-11.11-t- to hexadecimal.

3. Convert octal 37L.4 to binarv.

4. Convert hexadecimal 7C2.G to binarv.

Answers:
1. L7.7 (8) 2. F.E (15) 3. 0Lt_ t-11 001-.100 (2)

-... 4. 011-t- ltoo ool-0. o1o0 (2)

21
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Converting befween Decimal, Octal and Hexadecimal Systems
Using the Binary Number System

Ex. I
Convert 27sto an octal number.

27rc = 7l0l1z = 011 0112 = 336

Check: 336 = 3*3 + 3x1 = 24 + 3 = 27

Ex. 2
Convert 70.510 to an octal number.

70.51s : 1000110.12 = 001 000 110.1002 = 106.4s

Check: 106.4a = 1x64 + 0x8 + 6x1+ 4x.125 = 70.516

Ex.3
Convert 35s to a decimal number.

356 : 0111012 = 16 + 8 + 4 + 7 = 29..

Check: 35s = 3x8 + 5x1 = 24 + 5 = 29.u.

Ex. 4

Convert 6L.4sto a decimal number.

61.48 : 110 001. 1002 = 32 + 16 + 1 + .5 = 49.510

Check: 61.48 = 6x8 +1x1 + 4x% = 49.510

25
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Ex. 5

Convert 4rs to a hexadecimal number.

43n : 1010112 = 0010 10112 = 28rc

Check: 28rc:2x16 + 11x1 = 32 * 11 = 43ro

Ex. 6
Convert 160.25rc to a hexadecimal number.

160.25n = 10100000.012 = 1010 0000. 01002 = A0.4rc

Check: A0.4rc: 10x16 + 0x1 + 4x7/16 = 160Y0 = 160.2516

Convert 2C3rc to a decimal number.

2C3rc = 0010110000112 = 512 + 64 + 728 + 2 + 1 = 707rc

Check: 2C3rc = 2x256 + 72x16 * 3x | = 512 + 192 + 3 = 707rc

Ex. 8
Convert 76.Crc to a decimal number.

76.Crc = 0111 0110.11002 = 61 + 32 + 16 + 4 + 2 + .5 + .25 = 118.751s

Check: 76.Crc:7x16 + 6x1+ 12xll16=112 + 6 + 3/a=118.751s

io
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Excess-3 Code

The excess-3 code is related to the BCD code and is sometimes used instead because
it possesses aUvantages in certain operations. The excess-3 code for a decimal
number is obtained in the same manner as BCD except that 3 is added fo each
decimal digit before encoding it in binary.

Example: Convert 521s to its excess-3 representation.

52
+3 +3 add3toeachdigit
85

1000 0101 convert to 4-digit binary

52n = 1000 0101xs-3

Example: Convert this XS-3 representation to decimal.

1001 0100

94
aara-t

6r
1001 0100xs-r = 61to

This table lists the BCD and XS-3 code representations for the decimal digits.
Notice that both codes use only 10 of the possible 4-bit code groups. The invalid
code groups for XS-3 are: 0000, 0001, 0010, 1101, 1110, and lll1.

Decimal BCD Excess-3

U 0000 001 1

1 0001 0100

2 001 0 01 01

001 1 01 10

+ 01 00 0111

5 01 01 1 000

6 01 10 1001

7 0111 10'i 0

I '1000 101 1

I 1 001 1100

)7
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TITE GRAY CODE

the Gray code belongs to a crass of codes ca] r.d.rnini
.-orJpq in '.rlinr.r nn.r rr ^-^ 'i.:t?:=,:: !?1t" eqrrqq rrrrrrrrflllrl exchanclevvss- t r-!! wrtru/'r' urrry crne oit in the code group cnanges wnen goGq frorn-rro cron #n the next. The Gray code is ai unieiqht6a code, meaning\

that the bit positions in the Lode groups do not have specific weightassigned to them. BecaUSe .,f ihr'c +rr^
arirhmpr i r-: .,.:erarions bu*iid":;irl33.i5itri"iini:/3;:r;i'53$r535 

""o
v!.

some t.ypes of analogr-to-digrj_ta1 convertors.
The table below shows the Gray-code representation for the decimalntlmbers O l-lrrnrrah 'r tr +^-^.9t r!

Examinins rh;'i31"'3;05"3;:l;: I::'"::; ;::il31'":#$I iiol;,., o" seen
llut-in going fron any one dlcimal rrl,,rb"r to the next nnlrz ^n6 r^.i.t v!L1r vrre !r t ofthe Gray code changres. For exampre, in going from i-to 4, the Graycode changes for 001-o to 0110, with'oniy the secona rii ir"*--tirJ-ii=rtr:hanr-rinrr /a^inrr fnrn .1 A !^ 1< +t ^ ^--.-v.rqlr11+rry. srr,/rtr.9 rUIIU I+ EC
1000, wirh only the tast oi.tinSlStsli" code bits chanse from 1oo1 to
characreristic or the Gray':d:::riifl;.".l"iirl="fffi iil:";il3:" code,where anlzwhere from one to arl of the bits change in going from onestep to the next.

Decimal Binary Code Gray Code

0 00oo1 oool2 oolo3 oo11
4 0100
5 010.1
6 0110
7 oltl
8 1000
I 1OO1

10 1010
t 1 1011
12 1 100
13 t1ol
14 1110

0001

001 1

0010
nl ln

01 11

01 00
1100

1111

1 110

101 0
101 1

1001

1 000

The Gray code is often used in situations where other codes, such ashin:rrr ninl-'+pL.LaL! | Irrgrru produce erroneous or ambiguous resuLts rJrrrina t-r.n-^s s! ltry LtItJ > c:transitions in which more than one bit 5r tn. code is changing. Forinstance, using binary code and going from ol-11 to looo requires thac:l'l fnrrr l-i{--q+! !eLrr- JJrLs.chang'e simultaneously. - Depending on the device orcircuit that is. generating the bits, tnere nay be a significantdifference in the transition times nf rhir-:ncii_i^- .^_jrrX,.":"1:.:l:.. e4-,reJ u! ..re different bits. ff so, theL!qrrrrururr 't'uflll 0111 to 1000 could produce one or more intermediate
i;3.i!=. u:;-.::T?].?l_:t*ll" mosr-sisnificanr tit cnanqes fasrer rhanerre ! E-L/ Lilc !v44vwrrrg ur ansiti ons -wil_1 0ccur:

28
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The occurrence of i111 is only momentary buc it couLd conceivably
produce erroneous operation of the elenents that are being controlled
by the bits. obviously, using the Gray code would el-iminate this
problem, since only one bit change occurs per transition and. no rfracen
between bits can occur.

l-nnvcrf incr from Binarv f n (?r:v flnrio
Any binary number can be converted to its Gray-code representation as
foLlows:
1. The first bit of the Gray code is the same as the first bit of thebinary number.

2. The second bit of the Gray code eguals the exclusive-oR of the
first and second biLs of the binary number; that is, it will be 1if these binary-code bits are different, O if they are the sane.

3 - The third Gray-code bit eguals the exclusive-oR of the second and.third bits of the binary number, and so on.

Example:
Convert the binary nunber 10tl_0 to Gray Code.

binary

Gra)

f'nnrtorJ- i na f rnn lar=rr f n D.i -^-"*-.."----,.- ..om Gray to Binarv
To convert from Gray to binary reguires the opposite procedure to thatgiven above.
1. The first binary bit is the same as the first Gray-code bit.
2. ff the second Gray bit is o, the second binary bit is the same asthe first; if the second Gray bit is \, the second binary bit itthe inverse of the first binarv bit.
3. Step 2 is repeated for each successive bj_t.

Examole: Converf 11n1 frnn Gr:rr .l-n hin:r\r.! ! vr.r st qJ vV p LttO,L f .

Gra;

binary

The first Gray bit is a Lt so the first binary bit is written as a l_.The second Gray bit is a L I so the second binary bit is made a o
/ i nrrorqo nr rhe first binary bit) . ihe third eiay bit. is a o I so the--hird binary bit is nade a 0 (sane as the second i:inary bit) . The
fourt-h Graw hit i s 1 . makino j-hc fnrr-th binarw bii : 1 r,.i nrrorco n€ rhaL I jirqj\4rry g:lE ! uu3 ejJ !4..q! I pLu a L.llcthird binary bir. )

r0tt0
J\J\1\,r\llll0l

lr0l
llll
l+0-0- |
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A method for converting from binary to Gray code is "the add no-carry" method.
In this method, the first bit of the Gray code number is the same as the first bit of
the binary number. The successive bits of the Gray code number are derived bv
adding (with no carry) successive bits of the binary number.

Table for "add no-carry" 0+0=0
0*1=1
1+g=1
1*1:0

Example: Convert 000101112 to Gray code.

0001 01 1 12

0001 1 100cray code

Copy MSB 0

0*0=0
0+g=9
0+1=1
1*0:1
0*1=1
141-=l-1

To convert from Gray code to binary:
The first bit of the binary is the same as
Successive bits of the binary are derived
the next Gray code bit.

Example:
Convert 00011100cray code to binary.

00011100

000101 11

1*1=0

the first bit of the Gray
by add no-carry of the

code.
Iast binary bit and

Copy MSB 0

0+0 :0
0+0 = 0

1+0 = I
1+1 :0
1+0 :1
0+1 :1
0+1 = 1
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rrca :a n'iai *= :rri ;-ho nl =ro rr:lr.oc :re n-r^rarq afg-:r+epl

1l

2A

J. I.ne woro

/ l\n

11. 2BCL6 = 

-10

13 211-.7510 = _s

- 

-:5

ra rii ai rq :nri r'i'o rl =lo rr: r'-e avo n-rr/orr ^;AD q!erUJ' 3I-q *--= _--Ae= Jq-r=J a-L vUwe!> U!

is a concrac:ion for "binarv diqit".

or base eiE:l'- sys:3m of numeracion has 8 syr,rbc-s ro

tr71 or base sixteen svstem of numeration has L6 sr,nn-bols
i-n rrqe :q riirritq :nri rho nl:-o rr:lrloq rra n-r^rara nf

6. fn base sixteen, :he nur,.jcer t,we-ve is represented by the d:g:t

? Anrr rtni- lr .ii ^i r ho ronroqanrorr' hrrt. rury vuuai ulu!L uail !s -9_v!EDQ-regu !-v }rin=rrz rliaiFq

\ +lr-- 'n+-=._
'ruty.I9^auC!ii!iq:u-!+-!ar.!--=;-:=:)=i.ggLi.iJ'-J:'.d-'/

dicrits .

Convert, each number co rhe inoicaceo base.

9. 4638 = t0 l-0. 11000lil.0012 = _15

L2 . 1A7 .8518 = _2

L4. D2.7CL6 = _8
aato. fl-ruuL.uL2 = _if

11 ]]nnn]']1 nnl - TQ tr '7 1AL i . aiuvvrrr. vv-a : -J. J t . i22 - _l

Perform each oDeratrion using r:;:a:y a:i:i:mel:c.

L9. 110.101 + 10.l-1 =

2C. 1101 + 101 + 111 =

2L. 110.110 - 10.lC1 =

22. 101.11 x 1.0i =

,? 1nnn1r 1nnz), 4wvv!r = rvv

3I
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{ Find the two's complement of each number.

Dunwoody

Arithmetic Review Sheet

24. 00101101

25. 11011011

26. Convert 781s to a BCD number.

27, Convert 63ro to an Excess-3 number.

28. Convert 13110 to a Gray code number.

" 2. binatT, two 24. 110100112
25, 001001012
26. 0111 1000
27. 1001 0110
28. 11000010

3. bit
4. octal eight
5. hexadeeimal, sixteen
6.C
7, Three
8. Four
9. 30710

10. c7.2rc
11. 70010

L2. 0001 1010 0111.1110 01102
13. 323,6e
t4. 322.37s
15. D3.Cre
16. 57,25n
t7. 307.1e
18. 101111.01112
19. 1001.0112
20. 110012
2L. 100.0012
22. 111.00112
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Eooleaii ir'igebra tiiffe;: in a major w'a'v lrom oriinai-y aigebr* in that
Boolean constants and variables are ailowed ro have oniy fwo possible vaiues" 0 or i.
A Eoolean variable is a quantity that may, at ciifferenr tirnes. be equal to either 0 or
1. The Eooiean variables can represent oroposirions.

A proposition is a declarative sentence that is either true or false.
Fulse=0 True=1

The Boolean variables are often used to represent the voltage Ievel present on a wire
or at the input-output terminals of a circuit. For exampie, in a certain digital
system the Boolean value ot 0 might be assigned to any voltage in the range from
0 to 0.8 V, while the Boolean value of 1 might be assigned to any voltage in the
range 2 to 5 V, Thus, Boolean 0 and 1 do not represent acfual numbers but instead
represent the truth or falseness of a proposition, or the state of a voltage variable or
what is called its logic la,el. A voltage in a digital cirruit is said to be at the logic
level 0 or the logic level 1, depending on its ar:tual numerical value.

Loeic 0 Logic I
ff -fnrc-

On
High
Yes

off
Low
l{o
Open switch Closed switch

Boolean algebra is used to express the effects that various digital circuits
have on logic iuputs, and to manipulate logic variables for the purpose of
determining the best method for performing a given circuit function. Letter
symbols will be used to represent logic variables. For example, A might represent a
certain digital circuit input or output, and at any time either A = 0 or A = 1, if not
one, then the other.

Because only fwo values are possible, Boolean algebra is relatively easy to
work with as compared to ordinarT algebra. In Boolean algebra there are no
fractions, decimals, negative numbers;square roots, and so on. In fact, in Boolean
algebra there are only three basic operations.

1. Logical addition, also called OR addition or simply the OR
operation. The common symbol for this operstion is the
plus sign (+).

2. Logical multiplication. also called Al{D multiplication or simply
the AN-D operation. The common notation for this operation is
multiplication notation.

JJ
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Loqical cornplementarion or inversion. aiso called the HOT
operation. The comnnon s1'rnbol for this operaticn is the
overbar (1.

Circuit symbol for a fwo variabie OR gate

Circuit symbol for a three variable OR gate

z^-' €ircuifs"vrnbol fora twovrriatficAfrDgf,fs

Circuit symbol for a three variable Al{D gate

Circuit symbol for the NOT circuit

e *T--\ *i';r:,-al
l\I _

R*./

OR Gate

X:AC

rfi.
tlLFIol--/ X:BCD

A F---
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Any logic circuit, no matter how compler, ma"v be described using Boolean
operations previously defined. The oR. gate, ArD Eare, and Nor circuit are the
basic building of digital systems.

Logic circuit with its Boolean expression

o--f-\^.,
B,-L___r

In Boolean algebra itwill be understood that if an expression contains b*th
AND or OR operations, the A}D operations are performed finst, unless there are
parentheses in the expression. Then the operation inside the parentheses is
performed first. This is the same rule that is used in orCilrary algebra to deterrnine
the order of operations.

Ordinary algebra: Parentheses - Mulfiply - Add
Boolean algebra: Parentheses - AI{D - OR

Logic circuit whose expression requires parentheses

,=(e+B)C

Circuits using IN\aERTERS

NOTE: A + B + e*F and AB+AB

B

l,-Al,{P

L={+5+r

Another use for Boolean algebra is in the sirnplification of series, parallel, or y
combinations circuits. r I
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r {^ r^hIYI4 LgTT

o^,rcrinn Plar'- 3nSil'efScu g4L1vr4. I l4vi b"r

rie nuraber of :3ci ilgui3

in the table Provided''

to ihe number oi lhe corresPonding

Frd /r r3. rFrd I.rJ. -

.! 
|

nY

Fig. 3

Equatrons:

I. L: D(A+B+C)
II. L : AII+CD
trI. L : ABC*D
ry. 1: (A*B) (C+D)

Fie d

EQUATON fltJuxc

ll

Iil

rv
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A-\iDlOR LOGIC

Boolean Algebra will study the logic properties of the circuits from which computers and
all similar digital electronic devices are constructed. Early computers were constructed
out of thousands of electric switches, or relays, When transistors and integrated circuitry
became available, switches gave way to gated networks. The iogical properties of
switches and gates arc very similar.

A switch tums the current in a circuit on and off. A switch is a binary device having two
vaiues: on and off.

I
Datlery - (- l^:

Often circuits have several switches to enable more complex control. In this diagram the
iight can be controlled by either one of two switches. Current wiil flow throueh either

l

I+
switch

swltcn to me llg

Two p

Here is a circuit example from the auto n'orld. If a ear has an automatic transmission, to
start the car tlo conditions m[sf be met. The car must be out of gEar ( in eittrer neutral oi
park) and the key must be turned to "start". Switches that both must be on in order for
the circuit to be on are said to be in series. No matter how'many switches are linked in
series, all must be on for the circuit to be on.

d.).,. r
/"rl

arallel switches

Parallel switched circuit

Switch 1 Switch 2

Series switched circuit

IWO SETIES SWIICNES

J/
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AND/OR LOGrC

Digital computers employ high-speed electroruc su,'ltches known as logic or gate circuits. In these
circuits, nllo different voltage levels represent the binary sfmbols 0 and 1. One such circuit, the
AND gate, is so designed that its output terminal will be at the voltage level which represents
binary 1 when all of its input terminals are at the binary 1 level. If *y input terminal js at the
hinan, O la"ol tl'outlrd'L! u I'cvs.t, urc output wiil be brnary 0. A block diagram of an AND gate is shown below with
a table indicating the output for ajl combinatioru of input.

r-{a
I t_nttfs4-/

The AND gate represented above has nvo
designed for a greater number of inputs.
a 1 output.

input terminais, A and

In every case, however,

B, but AND gates can be

ail inputs must be 1 to produce

An oR gate is a circuit designed so that its output terminai will be at the voitage levei
representing binary 1 when at least one of its input terminals is at the binaty 1 jevel.

A o \JU I

n n

U 't

n
1

t
1

r G.A_\ \
I L-nilT

- I / vu'
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Assignment: Circle the

Dunwoody

Boolean equations which are comect for the logic diagram shown.

1.
)
3.
4.

6.
1

8.

9.

10.

11.

D: A+B+C
D: AB+C
D=ABC
G=E+F
G=EF
H=D+G
H:DG
H=D+EF
H : ABCEF
H = ABC+EF
H=EF+ABC

.THE I{OT CO}.ICEPT

The Nor concept is illustrated by the electrical circuit below. Because switch A has a normally
closed contact, acfuating the switch will break the circuit and furn off the lamp. The lamp is on
only when the switch is trtoT actuated. This is expressed by the Boolean equation L =7
(sometimes written L = A') which is read "L equals NOT A."

Eiectronic circuits which perfonn the NOT function are designed so that the oufput terminal is ar

the voltage level that represents binary 1 when the rnput terminal is at the binary 0 level. AJso,
the output level is binary 0 when the input level is binary 1. Such circuits are also known as

inverters. Some commonly used schematic symbols are shown below.

39
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Assignment: Match the number of the equation to the number of the corresponding diagram.

BV*l ,-L

Ftc I

Al

A.fl,,
! 
ru'-t 

-L
l+r..E_' 

-LclJ
i*il 

^-i-,i61tl l-r d-1 l-a.f uc4__-/ c-). /

Fig. 2
Equarions:

I. L=ABC
II. L=I+B+C

ffi
IV. L=A+i-+C
V. L=ABC

Fig- 3 trio 4, Fig.5

EQUATTON FTGURE

TI

tr

m

rV

10
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THE TRUTH TABLE

The variables of a Boolean expression can occur in either inverted or noninverted forms, e.g., A
nr A 'l-hc hino^' symbols 1 and 0 are employed to represent the ffio foms of the variable.
Thus, if A = 1, then A = 0.

The truth table is a tabuiation of the value of a Boolean expression for all possible cornbinarions
of its vanables. A truth table for the expression AB + C is shown below. As there are three
variabies (a, g, and C) there are eight (23) possible combinations of these variables. The truth
table therefore has eight rows. For each combination of truth values of variables, the vajue of
the expression AB + C is given in the right-hand column. Note that the vaiue of rhe expression
is 1 whenever both A AND B are 1, or whenever C is 1.

TRUTH TABLE

A B C AB+C

0 0 il n

0 1 1

0 1 0 n

It 1 1 1

1 0 U 0

1 n 1 1

1 i 0 1

1 I i 1

Another truth table, for the expression aBC, is shown. Nrote that the value of the expression is 1

-,, onlywhen A = 1 and B = 0 and C = 1.

A B c arc
0 0 0 0

0 0 1 0

0 1l- 0 0

0 1 1 0

7 0 0 n

1L 0 L 1

1 i 0 0

I 1 1 0
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Examples:

A B c A+BC
0 0 0

0 0 1

0 1 0

0 1 1

1 0 0

1 0 1

1 1 0

1 1 1

A B c nac
0 0 0

0 0 1

0 1 0

0 1 1

1 0 0

1 0 1

1 1 0

1 1 1

A B Ae
0 0

0 1

1 0

1 1

Key:
A 6 A+BC
n 0 1

0 U I U

1 0 U

0 1
4 n

1 n 1

1 u I 1

1 1 U 1

1 1 1 1

B c iec
U n 0 U

u 0 1 U

n 1 0

U 1 I 1

1 n 0

1 0 1 0

1 1 U 0

1 1 1 0

tJ AD

0 U 0

n 1 1

n

1 0

B

n 0 1

n 0 1 1

1 1

U 1 1 1

1 n U 0

1 0 1 1

1 1 n

1 1 1 I

t5 AD ? IJU
n 0 0 0

0 0 1 0

1 0 1

0 1 1

1 n 0 0

1 0 1 0

1 1 0 1

1 1 1 n

D
-A*e

0 U 1

0 1 1

1 0 0

1_ 1 1
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Theorems of Boolean algebra, numbered for reference, are shown below, AIso
shown are block diagrams (figures) numbcred to correspond to the theorems. Theorem
2, for example, is clarified by Fi,e. 2. Because an oR circuit will produce a I output when
at [east one of its inputs is logical l, the output of Fig. 2 always will be a I (whether
terminal A is I or 0). This constanl output is represented by the I in the theorem:
A+E=1.

FiS. 5 clarifies theorem 5. Since a constant 1 is applied to one of the terminals of the
eNp circuit, the output always wiil be the same as the input to terminal A. Hence
A'1 : A.

(1)A*A:e (5)A'1:A (9)1*0:l
(2) A*A:1 (6)A.0:0 (10)1*1:l
(3) A*1:1 (7) A.A:A (11) 1.0:0
(4)A*0:A (8)A'E:0 (12) 1'1:1

(
Fig. 1

6. A+0+A+0
7. A + B + 1

8. l(E + El

5. C.1 + DD

FId JI-^D' '

trio ) Fro I-'D' - tria R Fig. 11

Fig. 3 Fig. 6 Fig. 9 Fis. 12

The above theorems often permit simpiification of Boolean expressions.

Example: B +B * 0: 1+ 0 (bytheorem?)
:-7 (by theorem 9)

FIO / Fig. 10

, l. r +1+0i 

-

' 2. 1'1-A
{='' 3. M'M'1

13

10. 1.0.A
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Examples

1. A(AB+C)= 8. (A+OXB+1)=
AAB+AC= Al =
AB+AC A

2. A(AB + B) =
AAB + AII :
AB +AB =
AB

3. A$B+B) =
AAB+AB =
0B+AB =
0*AB =
AB

s. (ABXAf) =
AdRB :
A0=
0

10. .4,C + AC =
AC

11. AA +BC +BB +E:
A+BC*B*B:

4. A+B+C+E=
A + B +E + C =
A+1*C=
I

5. .t@ + n1 =
AI=
A

A+BC*1=
I

12, (A + E)48 =
AAB + BAB =
-{B+A0=
AB*0 =
AB

13. 1+B+B=
1*1=
1

6. AB+1=
1

14, AB(A + E; =
ABI + ABF =

7, A+BF= B0+A0=
A*0= 0i0:
AO
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BASTC I,AWS OF BOOLEAN AIGEBRA

Syrn-bo1s used: A, B inputs

AB: A and B

A + B: A Or B

E: not A

rDE}ITITY:

REDUNDANCY:

tt-rA-.la

AA=A
COMMIIPAIM: AB = BA

AssoCrATrVE: A(BC) = ABC

DOUBLENEGATfVE: E=a

A=A
A*A=A
A+B=B*A

A+(B+C) :A+B+C

COMPLEI'IENTARY: AE = O

INIERSECTION: A1 = A
( uNroN:

A+E=1
AO=0

A*0=A
A+B=AB

A+1=f
EB=[+eDE MORGAN:

DfSTRIBIJTIIVE: A(B + C) = AB + AC A * BC : (A + B)(A + C)

ABSORPTION: A*A3=A
COMMON IDENTfTfES: A + AB = A * B
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Examples:

1. AB+A(BC+AB)=
AB+ABC+AAB= Distributive
AB+ABC+AB= RedundantA
AB+ABC= RedundantAB
AB Absorption

2. A+AB+AC+ARC=
A Absorption

3. A+48+ABC+IB=
A*AB= Absorption
A + B Commonldentify

4. A+BC+IBC+ABC=
A+BC+.{BC= Absorption
A F Be' +-BC :-
A+BC

Common Identify
Redundant

5. A+ABC*0=
A*ABC= Union
A Absorption

6. (A+BXA+C):
AA+AC+AB+BC= Foil
A+AC+AB+BC= Redundant
A + BC Absorption

7. (A+1)@+OXC+et@+c):
(1)@X1XB + c) =
B@+C;=
BB +BC =
B*BC=
B

Union, Complement
Intersection
Distribute
Redundant
Absorption
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KARFIAUGH MAPS

A Karnaugh Map is a graphical means for simplifuing Boolean expressions.
With these maps' the redundant terms in an expression can be quickly eliminated.

Boolean expressions can bewritten in one of fwo ways. The minterm form consists
of fhe ORing of single terms or And functions.

Example: ABC + ABD + BC + E

The maxterm form consists of the ANDing of single terms or Or functions.

Example: (A+CXB+D+E)A

The rules of Boolean Algebra permit us to convert from one form to the other.
The distributive lay and DeMorgan's Theorem are especially helpful in these
conversions.

PIot of AC + BC + AD * BD on a Karnaugh Map.

PIot of AC PIot of BC PIot of AD PIot of BD Complete Map

AEABAB$

ffi
As AB As AB AE- Ia re $:;+ffi:rm;sw;m

17
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Dunrvoody College of Technology

MAPPING

2 VARIABLE DIAGRAM

I Variable Term : 2 Squares Occupied
2 Variable Term = 1 Square Occupied

3 VARIABLE DIAGRAM

1 Variable Term = 4 Squares Occupied
2 Variable Term = 2 Squares Occupied
3 \'ariable Term = 1 Square Occupied

AE AB ABAB
4 VARIABLE DIAGRAM

I Variable Term = 8 Squares Occupied
2 Variable Term = 4 Squares Occupied
3 Variable Term = 2 Squares Occupied
4 Variable Term = 1 Square Occupied

Expression to be plotted must be in Minterm form.
Parantheses removed - Written in OR eates

CD

co

CD

CD

P. 48
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Examples: Map the following Boolean expressions.

1.4 2.A

AB BC

A

AB

a
D

H

cD

co

CD

CD

AB

AB

AB AB AB AB

6.4.

46 Ag AB NB

A
CD

do

CD

CD

3,gcn

AB AB AB

1

:m

AB+AB

AA

F

AeAF ABAB

8. ABC
g9. ABCD + ABCD +

AB

=

B

nE ae AB ne

X

CD

eo

CD

nil

F

c

X X

X
X
X
V

X
X

X
49
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Examples: Read the following maps.

10. B11.f 12. AC

AE AE AB

A+B

AE

F
CD

CD

CD

15.14.13. AB+AC

\

x X
\ X ,,Xr

F
CD

eo

CD

CD

ts. ABCD + 
",q.Bco

AE Ag AB AB

AB16. 17, ABC

H

EJ

a

a Fn

CD

vu_

t X

( X
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REMOVING COMMON FACTORS
Boolean expresions and equarions often can be simplified by removing common

factors and applying the basic theorens

Example: Simplify the expression A + AB.

A+AB:A(1 +B)

: t,"

TS #14

(removing A as a corlmon factor)
(becausel+B:1)

(because A.1 : A)
Example: Simplify the expression AB + AB

AB + AE - A(B + E) (removing A from first rwo terms): A( 1) (because B + E' : 1)
- A (because A.1 = A)

Ae*AE
,-- __--- -at e

eral variablesj not equai to the sam-e expression with individual uor bars over the vari-
( :bles' 

Thus All is not the srme as An-. Tlat they are not equai is apparent from rhetm& table below.

A 1 appean in the AB column onJy when A eNo E are both 1. Because ,4E is the
exact opposite (negation) of AB, a l-appears in the.4E coiumn wherever there is a 0 inthe AB column, i.e,, if AB : 1, then ffi : 0- The AB- column shows a 1 on-ry when A :0 a'vo B : 0' Comparison of the .AE and the A-E coiumns reveals their lack of equival-cnFAv4w.

BB
,[Tx]I----T---l
lXlXI

A

T

BE

AB= T +B

B A8 AB AB

0 0 0 I I

0 I 0 I 0

I 0 0 t 0

I I I 0 0

TE-
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,rrgebra Review Sheet

1. A is a declarative sentence that is either true or
false, but not both.

2. rrAndrr, rtorrr and rtnotn are called

3. fn Boolean algebra, the notation _ corresponds to
tra-ndr.

4. In Boolean algebra, the notation _ correspond.s to[orr.

5. In Boolean algebra, the notation _ corresponds totrtruerl

5. In Boolean algebra, the notation _ corresponds torfalsen

7. Two propositions are if they have
tb.e same truth values-E-E!@ conlf-naEn oe truttr values
for the sirnple propositions used as components.

f €rutn talfe for:--E'' + c

9. Construct a truth table for: A + E-

10. Construct a truth table for E + E-d

11. Evaluate AB+C ifA=L, B=0andC=1.
L2. Evaluate ABJ BC if A = O, B = 1, and C = 1.

Sinplify the following Boolean statements.
1'2 

' -.1i:\ LJ. AB(A + B)
f-

14._(A_l_a)3 __
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Algebra Review Sheet

Sinplify the following Boolean expressions.

15. A+AB+1

15. A(1 + E)

L7. (B + 1)(A + o)

18. (A + B) (Ac + B) (c + B)

19. AI} + A + B

2A. AB + EO + ae- + CO

Draw a circuit to illustrate each Boolean expression.

2L. eE + Bc
/----

22. (B + c) 6e + c)

23. Sinplify the circuit 1A + E'c)e.

24. Si:nplify the circuit (Ag + C)AB.
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Alsebra Review Sheet

I r.rrrrnoqif i nn /ei:{.ononi-.
2. connectives
<.

A,t. f

q't

e,^9. U

7. logically equivalent

^ 8.

1n

11 1t!. L

{.)tz.

1?

'1 A

1R

17

IY

a.v ,

)1

zz.

')'\

n

AB

B

1

A

BC

A+B
A+D

10.

AB

tiBi C ril+d

000 t
o0l 0
ol0 I
oll 0

t00 I
l0l I
I t0 I
Itl 0

^t 
r c .I+-sd

000
0 0 l.
010
0It
t00

t l0
?lt
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